Email #1 - The Best Mental Game Training I Have Ever Seen
Hi {{first_name}}!
I am super excited to show you this new Mental Game and Performance Training system called
Mental Golf Type!
I have never seen anything like this! Honestly, I am blown away.
It is not often something so unique and new becomes available but this is it.
Mental Golf Type is a personality based mental game system. You take a FREE assessment on
their website and from there, you get specific training that is hyper specific to you.
What John and Kiel have shown me is that there is not 1 path to the zone. The mental game is
not universal...at all!
They showed me that something like “aim small, miss small” may be really great for one player
and damaging for another player.
There are a few facets of your personality that really affect performance and most players are
never the wiser. Things like:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Are you talking enough or too much
Are your targets too big or too small
Are you making decisions in the best possible way for you to build confidence
Are you managing the course in a way you can thrive
Are you structuring your practices in the best way possible for you.
and much much more…

You can figure out exactly what you should be doing and how to get into the best state of mind
every time you play.
Just go here (insert affiliate link)
If you do not know your Mental Golf Type, you are just hoping to get into the best state of mind
to play your best.
When you do know your Mental Golf Type, it is like a cheat code to play your best every time
you play.
Check it out! You will thank me :)

(Your signature here)

Email #2 - {{first_name}}, what Mental Golf Type are you?
{{first_name}},
I wanted to follow up with you to see if you have received your Mental Golf Type yet?
What type are you? I am a --------If you have not seen it yet, I strongly recommend that you head over and get your Mental Golf
Type for FREE. Just click here to be taken there.
You see, when you are trying to do things that do not fit your personality, it evokes STRESS.
Stress is the secret killer of performance. It triggers your Fight or Flight response.
When this is triggered then the mind releases Cortisol, Adrenaline, and other harmful chemicals
to the body. This makes it harder if not impossible to swing freely, think clearly, feel comfortable,
and so much more…
You can master these important performance keys today!
The guys wanted to offer you, (because my followers are amazing!) an awesome discount on
any of their training. This is the best online training for the mental game I have ever seen.
Just go here and you will be eligible for an awesome deal and amazing training programs.
-

Your signature

Email #3 - This is a cheat code to great scoring…
Hi,
I wanted to reach out one more time about Mental Golf Type. This program is essential to
playing your best golf.
When you understand your personality you will have the tools needed to kill it on the course.
Your Mental Golf Type is driving your performance for better or worse.

What the guys over there found was that 94% of players test against their natural strengths on
the golf course. This means that 94% of you are doing things on the course that are limiting your
ability to play at your highest level. They are limiting your ability to access the optimal state of
mind and the zone. They are essentially putting you into stress.
Stress is the #1 performance killer in the game of golf.
You can learn how to access your most optimal state all the time.
It starts with taking your FREE assessment here
You will thank me :)
(Your signature)

